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Diluted magnetic semiconductors composed in magnetic tunnel junctions have potential applications in spin-
tronics but the development has not been fast. The main difficulty is how to control the magnetism of diluted
magnetic semiconductors. For our model semiconductor magnetic tunnel junctions, (Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As,
we found that the magnetic coupling between the transition metal ions in each diluted magnetic semiconductor
electrode of such semiconductor magnetic tunnel junctions can be switched from ferromagnetic to antiferromag-
netic by the external electric field. The phenomenon suggest a possible avenue for the application of semiconductor
magnetic tunnel junctions.
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1. Introduction

Electric-field effect on magnetism, first demonstrated
in ferromagnetic semiconductors [1, 2], is now being ex-
tended to other material systems including 3d transi-
tion metals [3, 4] attracting much attention not only
from the physics point of view but also from the appli-
cations point of view. Recently, electrical switching of
magnetization direction was realized for a free layer of
magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) through the change
of magnetic anisotropy by applying nanosecond electric-
field pulses [5, 6]. Most studied MTJs are based on ferro-
magnetic (FM) metal electrodes and are assembled as fer-
romagnet/insulator/ferromagnet. Semiconductor MTJs
(SMTJs) are composed of two diluted magnetic semi-
conductor (DMS) electrodes and a semiconductor barrier
film assembled as a DMS/semiconductor/DMS junction,
and are expected to become important in future spintron-
ics devices due to the fact [7] that high-quality SMTJs
can be readily prepared and integrated into other de-
vices and an important material property such as energy
gap can be easily modified. Many SMTJs investigated
so far are based on GaAs [7], SbTe [8], GaN [9], and
ZnO [10], but their spin-dependent transport properties
are not well understood. The applications of SMTJs have
been difficult because the tunnel resistance shows a size-
able variation due to the uncertainty in the magnetism of
the DMS electrodes. For instance, in the most represen-
tative DMS system, GaMnAs, reliable ferromagnetism
resulting from the substitutional doping of Mn–Ga has
been widely observed [11–14]. To enable the practical
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application of SMTJs, it is crucial to develop an effec-
tive way of controlling the magnetic order in the DMS
components.

2. Calculation details
In the present work, we propose the application of

external electric field ε across a SMTJ as an effective
method to control the magnetism of its DMS electrodes
because the applied electric field can induce electron
transfer from one DMS electrode to the other DMS
electrode and because the magnetic properties of the
DMS electrodes depend on the number of electrons
present in their band gap states. The use of exter-
nal electric field is known to strongly affect the elec-
tronic properties of other materials [15–17]. To ver-
ify the feasibility of this proposal, we carry out first
principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations
for model SMTJs, (Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As un-
der electric field. All our DFT electronic calculations
were performed using the projector augmented wave
method [18] encoded in the Vienna ab initio simula-
tion package (VASP) with the generalized gradient ap-
proximation [19]. In the VASP the planar dipole layer
method [20] is employed to include electric field in the
Hamiltonian and has been successfully applied in several
studies [21–23]. In this method an artificial dipole sheet
is placed in the middle of the vacuum part, and the elec-
trostatic potential decreases along the direction of the
electric field.

To simulate the SMTJs, we construct a slab consisting
of 10 layers of GaAs parallel to the (110) surface plus a
vacuum layer with thickness of 10 Å, with 225 supercell,
as shown in Fig. 1. For convenience, we label these lay-
ers as Tn and Bn (n = 1–3) such that T1 and B1 refer
to the surface GaAs layers on the top and bottom of the
junctions, respectively. To make a SMTJ, we introduce
two Mn3+ ions in each of the Tn and Bn layers, which
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will be referred to as the (Tn, Bn) model. Here, it is cru-
cial to make sure both top and bottom (Ga,Mn)As layers
are FM. In the Mn-doped GaAs system, the FM interac-
tion is dependent on the distance between two Mn atoms
due to their short-range interactions [24, 25]. Thus, in
each (Ga,Mn)As layer containing two Mn3+ dopants, we
arrange them in the nearest-neighbor pairs. This cor-
responds to the dopant concentration of 5.0% (i.e., four
Mn3+ ions in the 80 Ga3+ sites). In the absence of ap-
plied electric field, the Mn3+ (d4) ions at the tetrahedral
sites exist as high-spin ions with electron configurations
(e ↑)2(t2 ↑)2.

Fig. 1. Model SMTJs based on the slab of 10 layers of
GaAs parallel to the (110) surface of GaAs. Only the
atoms contained in a unit cell of the 2× 2× 5 supercell
structure are presented.

3. Results and discussion

For the (Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As junction, we
mainly considered the T3, B3 model. As found in the
previous theoretical and experimental studies [26], our
calculations show that the Mn3+ ions in each DMS elec-
trodes favor ferromagnetic (FM) coupling. Magnetic cou-
pling between the two DMS electrodes is observed in
our calculations. To induce electron transfer from one
DMS electrode to the other and consequently alter the
magnetism of each DMS electrode, we apply an exter-
nal electric field across the SMTJs from the bottom to
the top. For the (T3, B3) model, Fig. 2 shows the mag-
netic coupling between the Mn3+ ions in the DMS elec-
trode (Ga,Mn)As is intrinsically FM. We also calculated
that the (T2, B2) and (T1, B1) models show FM cou-
pling between the Mn3+ ions under zero field. The en-
ergy differences between FM and AFM states are –27 and
16 meV, respectively, which are much smaller than that
of (T3, B3) model (–58 meV). These results indicate that
the FM coupling becomes much more weaker, that be-
cause of electronic and magnetic structures of this DMS
is greatly affected by the surfaces [27]. Thus, we study

the electronic properties of the (T3, B3) model under the
electric field. When ε = 0, as anticipated, the (Ga,Mn)As
/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As junction is FM. But when ε > 0, the
(Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As junction shows a change.
The interaction between adjacent Mn ions in the DMS
switch from FM to AFM at ε = 0.2 V/Å. Namely, the
Mn magnetic moment in the junctions changes imme-
diately (4.05 µB to 0.22 µB) upon the application of
electric field, whereas an electric field beyond a criti-
cal value is necessary for the electron transfer in the
(Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As junction. Therefore, the
magnetic ordering in the (Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As
junction changes from FM to AFM by external electric
field, Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The energy difference between the AFM and
FM states of the(Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As junction
calculated by using the (T3, B3) model.

Fig. 3. Interactions between adjacent TM ions in a
DMS: (a) the FM and AFM interactions for the TM
ions with completely filled d states and (b) those for the
TM ions with incompletely filled d states.

The FM or AFM coupling between the doped
transition-metal (TM) ions in a DMS electrode is ex-
plained by considering the orbital interactions between
their d states [24, 25]. For the FM arrangement between
adjacent TM ions (Fig. 3a), each completely filled state
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(either up- or down-spin state) of one TM ion interacts
with the corresponding state of the other TM ion so that
the resulting bonding and antibonding states are both
filled, hence leading to no energy gain. For the AFM
arrangement between adjacent TM ions, however, there
occur interactions in which a completely filled state of
one TM ion interacts with a completely empty state of
the other TM ion. In this case only the resulting bond-
ing states are filled, hence leading to energy lowering
(Fig. 3a). Thus, the preferred magnetic coupling between
adjacent TM ions should be AFM. If holes (electrons)
are introduced into the TM ions (Fig. 3b) the d states
of the TM ions are partially filled so that the preferred
magnetic coupling between the TM ions becomes FM be-
cause the antibonding (bonding) states derived from the
interaction become empty (filled) (Fig. 3b).

Fig. 4. DOS plots of the FM states calculated for the
(T3, B3) model of (Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As. The
red solid and blue dotted lines represent the partial DOS
plots for the Mn atoms of the top and bottom DMS elec-
trodes, respectively, while the black thick line represents
those for GaAs atoms.

Our SMTJs have no external carrier doping but the
calculated magnetic moments of their TM ions show a
behavior expected for carrier-doped TM ions. This is so
because the applied electric field induces electron trans-
fer from one DMS electrode to the other. The density
of states (DOS) plots calculated as a function of ε for

the (Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/ (Ga,Mn)As junctions are sum-
marized in Fig. 4. For the (Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As
at ε = 0, the Mn3+ up-spin t2 states are partially
filled, hence leading to a FM coupling between the Mn3+
ions. The applied electric field raises the TM d states
of the top DMS electrode while lowering those of the
bottom DMS electrode. This effect becomes stronger
with increasing ε thereby enhancing the electron trans-
fer from the top to the bottom DMS electrode. For the
(Ga,Mn)As/GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As junction, there is no en-
ergy gap to close because the Mn up-spin t2 states are
partially filled. As a result, electrons are immediately
transferred from one DMS electrode to the other upon the
application of electric field. With strong enough electric
field, the Mn up-spin t2 states in the bottom electrode
become fully filled with a small amount of electrons left
on the Mn up-spin t2 states in the top electrode so that
the preferred magnetic coupling between the Mn atoms
in each electrode is changed from FM to AFM.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have investigated the (Ga,Mn)As/
GaAs/(Ga,Mn)As SMTJs by electric field effect, we find
that the SMTJs are predicted to undergo a magnetic
switching under electric field due to the electron transfer
from one DMS electrode to another. This phenomenon
suggests a useful method to control the magnetism of
DMSs and hence extend the functionality of SMTJs.
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